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Extreme reality
Introducing Onyx 3D, the next step of the Cinema LED revolution from Samsung. At a time when you feel you have
seen it all, the Samsung Onyx 3D, backed by cutting-edge cinema LED technology, brings visual details to life like
never before. Unparalleled 3D picture quality and uniform brightness in any seat means text becomes easier to read
and images appear to come to life, so you can enjoy a cinematic experience unlike any other.
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The Samsung Onyx provides enhanced brightness and crisp, refined details. Thanks to cinema LED technology, with the same brightness and
contrast levels as 2D, you can enjoy perfect picture quality as it was originally intended. With true black color presentation, the stereoscopic
technology will ensure an extremely realistic viewing experience, even in the same 3D scene shown on a traditional projector.

Why Samsung Onyx 3D ?
When watching 3D content, you are required to wear specialized glasses to enjoy
the intended effect of a movie. Samsung’s cinema LED technology ensures stunning
picture quality even with glasses, making it the best option for you to be
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immersed in every scene.
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Enjoy brilliant visual detail
bringing every scene to life
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brightness
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Experience perfect 3D content
from any seat in the theater
with uniform brightness
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Easy
to read
text

Be immersed in the 3D
movie with hassle-free,
easy-to-read subtitles

Whether you are sitting front, back, left or right – you will have a consistent and engaging experience when watching movies on Samsung’s
Onyx LED screen. By eliminating any light on the screen that would otherwise be caused by a traditional projector, along with consistent brightness even while wearing glasses, Onyx 3D ensures that you will enjoy a perfect and immersive 3D experience from any seat.
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Samsung’s Onyx provides easier to read subtitles with no blur, meaning you can easily follow any text on screen, while experiencing the brilliant
lifelike visuals. Onyx works together with an active 3D type, supporting the same level of brightness and almost the same level of resolution as
a 2D environment, helping your eyes to feel comfortable while avoiding distractions, to be immersed in the 3D movie with no hassle.

